A new active jamming method based on dynamical convolution against Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) is set up in this paper. The traditional scatter jammer is noncooperative with the dispenser's gesture, which makes ISAR easy to identify it. The new jamming strategy improves it in two steps. The 1 st step is to establish fixed jamming templates of targets using turntable images of the missile model. The 2 nd step is to compose the information of the dispenser's gesture by interpolation between adjacent templates at fixed angles of look of sight (LOS).The performance of the new method is analyzed that it can produce the jamming effect changing dynamically both in onedimensional range profiles and in 2-D images during the ballistic full. Simulation is given to show the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
As an important sensor in ballistic missile defense system, the inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) can reconstruct range profiles (1-D) and two dimensional (2-D) images of moving missiles, which can be used for target detection, classification and identification [1] - [2] .Therefore, active jamming technology against ISAR is very important for strategic missile penetration .As noise jamming requires more power, deceive jamming is an important direction in ISAR ECM area.
Few were reported on ISAR ECM because of its sensitivity in defense area. Among them, the jamming method [3] -[5] based on micro-Doppler effect is viewed. A kind of phase modulated jamming technology [6] based on Msequence is researched. A similar clutter jamming (SCJ) method and an digital false-target image synthesiser for countering ISAR are researched [7] - [8] .These are of theoretical significance, but have little practical value. In this paper, we will present a new jamming method based-on dynamical convolution, which makes the changing template of the target rapidly during the trajectory full.
The ISAR imaging principle is viewed in part I. The jamming method based on dynamical convolution is discussed in part II. The performance of the method is analyzed in part III.
ISAR Image Principle
The research of ISAR imaging is based on the theory that the total electromagnetic scattering can be equivalent to the sum of the electromagnetic scatterings at some local positions of the target, which can be proven in theory and experiment. In a certain area of the rotating angle, non-cooperative moving target can be equivalent to the uniform moving rotary table target, so the target can be equivalent to the sum of the electromagnetic scatterings at some local positions of the target. Meanwhile, the positions and the intensities of the I scatters of the target change little among the imaging aperture. The 1-D range profiles and 2-D image of the target is shaped when the stretch processing makes the signal bandwidth small and the motion compensation is finished, among which the Range-Doppler algorithm is usually applied.
Dynamical Convolution against ISAR

Generation of the algorithm
Ignore the minor distance between the scatter jammer and the target, which is to be protected, the target echo denotes as,
Let the missile be one point target, the rcs of the missile be  ,so its response function is,
And the echo of the missile is,
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. (3) The jammer convolute the received signal with the video function () ft, and then re-transmit it out.
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. (4) After matched filter being applied, the signal reached the radar can be denoted as,
Where 2 For the capability in 1-D and 2-D image of ISAR, the missile target can be viewed in many range cell and azimuth cell, it is necessary to change the video function in jamming signal according to the missile's posture so as to protect the missile target timely. 
Dynamic jamming against ISAR in 1-D image
So the output signal of the jamming also has the structure desired. If we change the video function pulse by pulse, in delay and intensity, the jamming effect could vary as expected.
Dynamic jamming against ISAR in 2-D image
The purpose of ISAR image is to get 2-dimentional distribution of N-scatters of the target; the response function of such target is as blow, 
In order to get the processing gain in azimuth, it is necessary to add convolution modulation in azimuth, in which the reference function in azimuth is used. When different jamming templates are used in different processing aperture, varied image will be got in the ISAR. 
At the distal of the trajectory
At this period, the missile has just entered into the trajectory, the distance to the ISAR is far, and jamming power is low. So it is suitable for the jamming strategy to select point template as the jamming patent. Fig3 shows the jamming effect. The envelope alignment cannot be finished, so it seems like noise jamming effect. The statistics of the correlation coefficient of the two adjacent range profile of the missile, as shown in fig 4, shows that it changes from 0.97 to 0.16, and it denotes that the point template is valid. 
Analysis of the non-cooperation in bilateral time order
The non-cooperation between jammer and the ISAR makes the issue that jamming signals cannot meet with the synthetic aperture time of the ISAR.
Firstly, when the jammer is working in the scouting time, the missile is of risk on being exposed before ISAR. Secondly, when the jammer scouts while jamming, analyzing the parameters of the LFM signals brings out great challenge.
We assign the jamming time order between scout and jamming as 1:9, 2:8 and 4:6, for the reason that the pulses needed for imaging are much more than those needed for scouting. And we get some results, from the statistical result, and it finds that the jamming effect, as shown in fig 5(a) , changes dynamically and the jamming images are similar to the missile's posture.
Conclusion
A new active jamming method based on dynamic convolution against ISAR is proposed in this paper. There are also some short points for its large amount of calculation burden .Another choke point is that its data bandwidth request for there is posture info needing to transfer from the missile to the jammer. 
